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ABSTRACT

This manual describes the gamma technology research irradiator (GATRI) located at Lucas Heights and
the procedures necessary for its operation and maintenance. It supersedes a previous operating manual
(AAEC/M88) as a result of the introduction of AAEC type 560 safety and control equipment into GATRL
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1. INTRODUCTION

The gamma technology research irradiator (GATRI) is a cobalt-60 gamma facility suitable for research
and development projects and small-scale industrial applications. Cobalt rods and discs can be arranged as
a line or plaque source and dose rates may be selected by changing the source load or source to target
distance, or by placing shielding between the source and target

The cobalt source is stored under water when not in use and is elevated by remote control into the
shielded irradiation chamber. Interlocks and controls are installed to ensure safe operation, and override
keys to allow restricted access are provided to enable maintenance and adjustments to be carried out

GATRI is located in a separate building adjacent to the isotope production complex at the south-western
end of the Lucas Heights Research Laboratories.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The irradiation chamber is a 3 X 4 m room surrounded by concrete walls and roof, each 1.5 m thick. A
doorway 1.3 m wide by 1.4 m high in the northern shield wall provides access to the chamber. The door is
closed by a motorised, 1.5 m thick, stepped concrete shield door mounted on four traction wheels that run
on guide rails set in the floor of the external operations area. Shielded ducts in the eastern and southern
walls provide access for services and instrumentation cables. Controls to operate the shield door and hoist
are housed in a console on the northern wall outside the irradiation chamber adjacent to the access door
(figure 1).

2.1 Cobalt Sources

The plaque source comprises a number of stainless-steel encapsulated cobalt-60 rods, ISO mm long X 8
mm diameter, and 2 mm thick X 20 mm diameter discs. Each rod and set of five discs is further
encapsulated in a screw-capped stainless-steel source holder; up to five holders containing sources or
spacers may be housed in each of twenty 1 m long tubular retainers mounted in a 1 m2 rack The
maximum permissible source load is 3.7 PBq.

2.2 Source Hoist Assembly

The source hoist assembly consists of the following components:

(i) Hoist carriage comprising an upper hanging beam and a lower support beam,

(ii) Guide tubes.

(iii) Drive chains, sprockets and pulleys,

(iv) Top support beam and brackets,

(v) Bottom mounting beam and brackets.

The radiation source rack is held between the upper hanging beam and the lower support beam of the
hoist carriage, which moves vertically between two polished stainless steel guide tubes extending from the
floor of the shield water tank to the ceiling of the irradiation chamber. The hoist carriage is held in
position between the guide tubes by a sleeve at the end of each beam which carries two sets of rollers spaced
equi-angularly at its upper and lower ends. The hoist carriage is raised and lowered by means of stainless
steel roller chains attached to each end of the hanging beam. The chains are activated by a series of drive
shafts from a motorised gearbox or handcrank outside the irradiation chamber. The source rack and lower
support beam can be detached from the driven hanging beam by operating the emergency source release. A
solenoid operated pawl ratchet controls the hoist mechanism and is, in turn, controlled by a safety interlock
circuit designed to prevent the door from being opened when the hoist is raised, and to lower the source in
the event of a power failure.

2.3 Ventilation

The irradiation chamber is ventilated by a 250 mm axial blower fan mounted in an exhaust duct on the
roof. An internal duct extends in a curve down through the south shield wall and enters the chamber in the
southeast comer through the ceiling.



2.4 Shield Water System

Rccirculatcd dcmineralised water is used as a radiation shield when the source is not exposed in the
irradiation chamber.

2.4.1 Source storage tank

The radiation source is stored under 5 m of demineralised water in a 1.9 m diameter stainless steel tank
recessed into the floor of the irradiation chamber.

The water level in the tank is monitored, at depths of 4.4 m (level 1) and 3.8 m (level 2), by a diaphragm
pressure switch connected via a fixed stainless steel air line to an air bell about 2.5 m below the lip of the
tank.

2.4.2 Shield water circulation

An AJAX type CA3/4 centrifugal pump draws shield water from near the top of the storage tank and
circulates it through a Cuno pie-treatment filter and a Permutit Mixed Bed Deminrolit type MB 12
demineralised water treatment plant at 1350 L h~'.

2.5 Television Monitor

When the source is raised, the irradiation chamber can be observed by closed circuit television. A
National WV-230N television camera is mounted at the northeast corner of the irradiation chamber in a
lead shielded container fitted with a pneumatically operated lead shutter to protect the lens from radiation.
Three small lamps in front of the camera lens provide auxiliary lighting, thus ensuring that the camera is
not subjected to sudden changes of light intensity when the shutter is operated

2.6 Tank Covers and Safety Screens

Two semicircular platforms partly cover the storage tank, with sufficient clearance to ensure that source
elevation is unhindered A wire mesh screen attached to the source hoist guide tubes prevents material
being irradiated from obstructing the source mechanism.

2.7 Radiation Detectors.

Two radiation detectors are incorporated in the control circuitry to monitor radiation levels in the
irradiation chamber and in the shield water. A third detector mounted on the northern external wall of the
irradiation chamber monitors radiation in the operations area

2.7.1 Irradiation chamber

Radiation in the irradiation chamber is detected by a Centronic 100 type IG 21 ionisation chamber
mounted on the ceiling directly above the storage tank. Output is displayed on a cell radiation meter on the
control console A small cobalt-60 source adjacent to the detector provides a threshold dose rate, so that if
the ion chamber fails the radiation alarm will be activated (section 3.1).

2.7.2 Shield water

Activity in the shield water is detected by a Geiger-Muller (GM) tube fixed to the ion exchange column
of the water treatment plant Output is displayed on a water activity meter on the control console. A small
cobalt 60 reference source in the GM tube container provides a low threshold dose rate so that if the
detector fails a radiation warning is produced (section 3.2).

2.8 Source Hoist Control

Elevation of the source hoist carriage is controlled by a solenoid-operated ratchet which must be
activated before the hoist can be raised Power can only be supplied to the hoist raise mechanism if the
ON/OFF operational key 032 is in place and turned on, the chamber door closed with the door bolt in, the
ventilation fan on, the shield water above level 1, no alarms registered, the manual drive handle removed
and restricted key R 54 not in use

2.9 Door Control

Most door controls are located on the control console, however a remote switch inside the irradiation
chamber must be actuated before power is available to the 'door close' switches. A weight-switch under the
eastern guide rail in the irradiation chamber doorway is actuated as the door is closed and a manually



operated door bolt switch at floor level must be engaged before a "door closed' signal is given and power
supplied to the hoist control circuits.

2.10 Emergency Source Release

In the event of a mechanical failure in the hoist mechanism as the source is being raised or lowered, an
emergency source release can be used to free the source from the hoist and allow it to drop freely into the
storage tank. The emergency source release mechanism is housed in a vertical duct on the external eastern
wall of the irradiation cell It is operated by pulling down on the weighted handle attached to the lower
pulley.

3. ALARMS AND WARNINGS

A number of alarms and warnings are incorporated into the control circuits to indicate abnormal or
hazardous conditions. There are two levels of hazard notification. If conditions are dangerous or
potentially dangerous to the operator, large red flashing lamps and klaxons are activated and the Lucas
Heights Emergency Alarm Centre is signalled. Less hazardous but abnormal conditions are indicated by
small amber flashing lights and sonalerts.

Small lamp-annunciators on the control console indicate the condition responsible for activating the
alarm klaxons or the warning lights. These indicators are automatically cancelled when the fault is
rectified.

3.1 Radiation Alarm

The radiation alarm will be activated if an attempt is made to open the door when the source is raised or
if the door is open and radiation in the chamber exceeds 2 mSv h'1 as a result of total or partial loss of
shield water. An operator trapped in the chamber can activate the alarm by means of a chain-operated
switch on the east wall of the chamber. This device also prevents raising of the source. Removal of key R52
from its normal position in the control console will also activate the alarm (section 6.3).

3.2 Radiation Warnings

Radiation warnings are given to indicate increased levels of radioactivity in the shield water. These
conditions are not serious hazards but require some maintenance, such as renewal of the resin in the
Permutit water treatment plant or replacement of the Cuno pre-treatment filter. The first warning is a
flashing amber lamp when the radiation dose rate exceeds 200 juSv h~*. An audio signal from a sonalert
can be muted by a switch on the control console. This signal will be given as a visual warning when the
dose rate exceeds 400 /iSv h"1, irrespective of the position of the muting switch.

3.3 Water Level Warnings

Visual warning of incorrect water level is given by the lamp-annunciators at level 1 (section 2.4). Audio
warning by sonalert is also given and may be cancelled by the muting switch on the control console. When
an alarm is given at level 2, the sonalert cannot be cancelled by the muting switch.

4. ROUTINE OPERATIONS

Routine operations such as opening and closing the shield door, elevating and lowering the source and
recirculating the shield water are initiated at the control console, but their execution is controlled by the
safety interlocks.

4.1 Irradiation Chamber

The principal routine operations involving the irradiation chamber are raising and lowering the source,
and moving the shield door.

4.1.1 Closing the shield door

Status: the door is open, there are no alarms, and the cell is unoccupied.

(i) Enter the cell and push the red button switch on the eastern internal wall of the irradiation
cell Verify that the cell is unoccupied before closing the shield door.

(ii) Within 30 s, return to the control console and hold down the red 'close enable' and MS2
switches simultaneously.



(iii) Hold down the 'close enable1 switch when the door stops at its first limit release MS2 and hold
down MSI to close the door completely.

NOTE: If the 'door enable' switch is released during closing, the door will stop and may have to be reopened
before steps (i) to (iii) can be repeated.

4.1.2 Raising the source

Status: the door is closed, there are no alarms.

(i) Move the door bolt to 'in'.

(ii) Hold down either the red (fast) or the black (slow) 'raise' switch.

NOTE: The hoist will stop automatically at the preset limit. It may also be stopped at any height by releasing
the 'raise' switch and restarted by holding down either 'raise' switch.

4.1.3 Lowering the source

Status: the door is closed, there are no alarms.

(i) Hold down either the white (fast) or the green (slow) 'lower* switch.

NOTE: The hoist will stop automatically at the bottom of the storage tank. It may also be stopped at any
position by releasing the 'lower' switch and restarted by holding down either 'lower' switch.

4.1.4 Opening the shield door

Status: the door is closed, there are no alarms and the source is down.

(i) Move the door bolt lever to 'out'; a lighted annunciator on the console shows 'door bolt clear'.

(ii) Wait approximately 5 s for hoist relays to disengage; this is signified by a 'clunk' from the
hoist drive system.

(iii) Hold down the red 'open' switch adjacent to the 'door open' annunciators.

(iv) Door movement may be stopped by releasing the 'open' switch and restarted from any
position. A travel limit switch will cut off power to the motor when the door is fully opea

4.2 Shield Water Supply

The shield water recirculation system should be operated at least once a month to maintain conductivity
below 1.0 ju.S m~'. Demineralised water must be added occasionally to replenish that lost by evaporation.
The water level may drop by about 100 mm per month during winter and 300 mm during summer.

4.2.1 Normal operation

The shield water circulating pump is not automatically primed and must be fed from a mains supplied
100 L header tank above the pump before the recirculating system can be operated.

(i) Open the mains isolating valve.

(ii) Open valve (1) in the line from the header tank to pump inlet

(iii) Open valve (2) in the outlet of the storage tank,

(iv) Open valve 'F on the Permutit water treatment plant

(v) Switch on pump at the control console.

(vi) Place the water treatment plant drain hose into the floor waste outlet

(vii) Open and adjust valve 'L' on the water treatment plant to maintain the level in the flow
indicator at the 'final rinse' mark.

(viii) Open the air vent on the water treatment plant

(ix) When ah- has been expelled from the plant close the air vent



(x) Switch the conductivity tester to 'calibrate1, adjust to 4, then switch to 'test' position.

(xi) When the tester indicates less than I, close valve 'L' and open valve 'M' to direct flow to
storage tank

(xii) Slowly close the header tank outlet valve (I) over a period of about 30 s.

(xiii) Allow the water to recirculate for about 6 h.

(xiv) Switch off pump at the console,

(xv) Close valve (2) in the outlet line from storage tank,

(xvi) Close valves T and 'NT.

(xvii) Switch off the conductivity tester,

(xviii) Close the mains isolating valve.

4.2.2 Replenishing

Replenishment of water lost by evaporation follows a procedure similar to that given in section 4.2.1
except that valve (2) in step (iii) remains closed and valve (I) in step (xii) is left open.

When the correct water level has been restored:

(i) Open valve (2) in the outlet line from the storage tank

(ii) Close valve (I) in the line from the header tank,

(iii) Continue recirculation as in step (xiii), section 4.2.1.

(iv) Switch off as in steps (xiv) to (xviii), section 42.1.

5. MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

Maintenance operations may include changes to the source rack and upper limit of hoist travel, repairs
to circuits in the control console, resetting radiation detectors, repressurising the air bell on the hoist
carriage, repairs to hoist assembly, e.g. replacement of drive chains, cleaning door weight switches,
regeneration of the demineralised water plant, vacuum cleaning the storage tank and replacement of the
cobalt source.

5.1 Source Rack and Hoist Carriage

If work is necessary on the source rack or hoist carriage, the door may be opened when the hoist is
raised by using restricted key R54 to override the door interlocks, provided that all sources have been
removed from the source rack

5.1.1 Raising the hoist

Status: The hoist is down, there are no sources on the rack, and no alarms.

(i) Close the shield door.

(ii) Raise the hoist

(iii) Move the door bolt to 'out'.

(iv) Insert key RS4 into the hoist override switch on the control console and turn anticlockwise.

(v) Hold down the red 'open' switch to open the door.

NOTE: Power is not available to the hoist motors when key R54 is used to override the door interlocks.

5.1.2 Lowering the hoist

Status: The hoist is up, there are no sources on the rack, the door is open, and there are no alarms,

(i) Close the shield door,

(ii) Turn key RS4 clockwise to its original position to restore power to the hoist motor.



(iii) Lower the hoist by holding down either the white (fast) or the green (slow) switch,

5.1.3 Adjustment of the upper limit of hoist travel

With the hoist raised and door open, power can be restored to the hoist motors with keys R53 and RS4.

Status: The hoist is up or less than 1 m below water surface, there are no sources on the rack, the door is
open, and there are no alarms.

(i) Use maintenace key M7 to remove the cover from the hoist drive mechanism.

(ii) Insert key R53 into the switch on the eastern internal wall of the irradiation chamber, and turn
clockwise to 'on'.

(iii) Turn key R54 clockwise to its original position to restore power to the hoist motors.

(iv) Lower the hoist no more than 1 m below the water surface.

(v) Adjust the hoist limit switch, located behind the hoist position gauge.

(vi) Raise the hoist and check the 'stop' position. Repeat steps (iv) to (vi) if necessary.

(vii) Turn key R53 clockwise to 'off and remove.

(viii) Close the door.

(ix) Remove key R54.

(x) Lower the hoist by holding down either the white (fast) or the green (slow) 'lower' switch.

(xi) Replace and lock the cover and remove maintenance key M7.

5.2 Control Console

Before maintenance can be carried out on the control s console, it must be isolated from the main and
emergency power supplies. This is done by turning off circuit breakers in the following order

(i) Main circuit breaker on the emergency distribution board,

(ii) Main circuit breaker on the mains supply distribution board

Use maintenance keys M3 to gain access to the top of the console to reset circuit breakers, and M4 to
open the side of the console to release other door catches for access to all circuits. After maintenance,
remove keys M3 and M4 and switch on in the following sequence:

(i) Main circuit breaker on the mains supply distribution board,

(ii) Main circuit breaker on the emergency supply distribution board.

5.3 Radiation Detectors

Radiation warnings are given when the activity of the detector reference sources drops too low to
maintain the correct threshold dose rate. The warnings can be cancelled by moving the sources closer to
the detectors. Normal readings on the console meters are 200 jttSv h~' for the cell radiation and ISO juSv
h~' for the radiation in the water.

5.3.1 Irradiation chamber

A small sealed cobalt-60 source is fixed inside the cover of the Centronic ionisation chamber. The
reference source can be repositioned with a pair of long forceps.

5.3.2 Ion exchange column

A small sealed cobalt-60 source is fixed to the printed circuit board inside the detector head. Carefully
unscrew (he aluminium cover and reposition the reference source closer to the GM tube.

5.4 Pressurising the Air Bell

If the hoist is kept down for long periods, water may leak into the flexible metal tube connecting the air
bell on the source carriage to the pressure switch. If this occurs, the lamp-annunciators will indicate
erroneously that the source is up. Raise the hoist, open the small air valve adjacent to the switch box on the



eastern wall of the cell and clear water from the line with compressed air.

5.5 Hoist Assembly

Maintenance of the hoist assembly should only be necessary when the drive chains have to be replaced
or the driveshafts and bearings need to be serviced.

".3.1 Dismantling the hoist assembly

Status: The hoist carriage rests on stops at the bottom of the storage tank and there are no sources on the
rack.

(i) Disconnect the north-south drive shaft at the dog clutch.

(ii) Manually rotate the input drive shaft clockwise (as is done to raise the hoist carriage) until the
stop-nut abuts the upper stop in the hoist position gauge.

(iii) Reconnect the driveshaft at the dog clutch.

(iv) Remove brackets holding the guide tubes to the cell floor.

(v) Rotate the input driveshaft anticlockwise (as is done to lower the hoist carriage). This will
suspend the guide tube assembly, including the hoist carriage, by the chains from the top
sprockets.

(vi) Remove the bolts holding the guide tubes to the upper cross member.

(vii) Rotate the input driveshaft anticlockwise. Ensure that chains remain aligned with the drive
sprockets. This will raise the guide tube assembly until the screwed joints and toggle holes are
accessible.

(viii) As the assembly is raised, unscrew each pair of guide tubes. Each guide tube consists of three
sections which have threaded ends and are matched and marked as follows:

Guide Bottom Middle Top
East 5 6-6 7-7 8
West 1 2-2 3-3 4

The threaded ends have right-hand Whitworth threads and should only be tightened enough
to align the match-marks. Thread 5 has seized in the bottom holding bracket and the guide
tube cannot be removed

(ix) Raise the lower guide tube assembly until it clears the lip of the storage tank,

(x) Rotate the input driveshaft clockwise to lower the assembly to the cell floor,

(xi) Disconnect the input driveshaft at the dog clutch,

(xii) Remove eight bolts from the upper crossmember and lower it to the floor.

5.5.2 Installing the hoist assembly

(i) Bolt the upper crossmember to the ceiling.

(ii) Connect the input driveshaft at the dog clutch.

(iii) Rotate the driveshaft anticlockwise to raise the lower guide tube assembly.

(iv) Check that the hoist carriage and guide tube assembly are horizontal. Adjust the chain over
the sprockets if necessary.

(v) Rotate the driveshaft clockwise to lower the guide tube assembly into the storage tank.

(vi) Apply a thin film of Molylube to each thread and tighten until the match-marks are aligned

(vii) Adjust the assembly and manoeuvre the tops of the guide tubes into their holding brackets on
the upper crossmember.

(viii) Replace the guide tube brackets and fix them to the cell floor,

(ix) Lower the hoist carriage onto its bottom stops.



(x) Disconnect the driveshaft at the dog clutch.

(xi) Rotate the driveshaft anticlockwise until the stop-nut reaches its lower limit in the hoist gauge
box

(xii) Reconnect the driveshaft at the dog clutch.

5.6 Door Weight Switches

The door weight switches and those parts of the rails within the doorway must be kept free of dirt If the
door weight switches are blocked and do not operate when the door is closed, power will not be supplied to
the hoist motors. The switch housings should be vacuum cleaned each month.

5.7 Demineralised Water Treatment Plant

Full instructions for operating and regenerating the demineralised water treatment plant are given in the
Permutit operations manual kept in the GATRI control room.

5.8 Vacuum Cleaning the Storage Tank

A commercial swimming pool pump and filter system is used to clean algae and debris from the storage
tank.

5.9 Removal of Radiation Sources from Source Rack

Status: The hoist carriage is down, the storage rack is in place and the cell door is closed.

(i) Raise the hoist to approximately five per cent of its maximum height, as shown on the hoist
position gauge.

(ii) Pull down the bangle of the emergency release to free the souiu .!?k and support beam from
the hanging beam.

(iii) Raise the hoist and open the cell door as in steps (ii) to (v), section 5.1.1.

(iv) Use a hook and nylon cord to transfer sources to the storage rack.

(v) Lower the hoist in the manner described in section 4.1.2 to re-attach the hanging beam to the
source rack and support beam.

5.10 Transfer of Radiation Sources to GATRI

The cobalt radiation sources must be replenished periodically to compensate for loss of activity through
decay. The cobalt is moved to GATRI in either a top loading AUS/200 flask (maximum capacity 814 TBq)
or a bottom loading transport flask (maximum capacity 111 TBq). The flasks are loaded in Building 23
cobalt handling cell and brought to the GATRI irradiation chamber by forklift and pallet trolley.

Before source transfer can be carried out, the hanging beam of the hoist carriage must be removed from
the hoist guide tubes and the storage rack must be in place at the side of the tank nearest to the access door
and parallel to the hoist carriage.

5.10.1 Removing the hoist hanging beam

Status: The hoist is down and the door is closed

(i) Raise the hoist to approximately five per cent of its maximum height, as shown on the hoist
position gauge.

(ii) Pull down the handle of the emergency release to free the source rack and support beam from
the hanging beam.

(iii) Raise the hoist and open the cell door as in steps (ii) to (v), section 5.1.1.

(iv) Disconnect the emergency release cable from the bell crank on top of the hanging beam.

(v) Remove eight bolts from each end of the hanging beam.

(vi) Remove the hanging beam from between the hoist guide tubes.



5.10.2 Unloading the top loading flask

(i) Place the support frame across the storage tank with the larger opening between the
crossmembers farthest from the doorway (figure 2).

(:i) Attach the correct lifting device to the flask.
t

(iii) Lift the flask squarely onto the support frame.

(iv) Replace the lifting device with a 0.5 m, two-leg chain rated at 5 tonnes (Serial Numbe, '83).

(v) Attach the suspension chains between the flask and lugs on the underside of the support
frame

(vi) Remove the fixing bolts from the flask plug and attach an eyebolt

(vii) Shackle a 3 m x 10 mm wire sling to the eyebolt

(viii) Lift the flask into storage tank and allow it to hang from the suspension chains.

(ix) Move ths wire sling clear of the flask plug and hook.

(x) Place the wire sling from the eyebolt over the hook.

(xi) Lift the plug clear of the flask.

(xii) Use a hook and nylon cord to lift sources into the storage rack.

(xiii) Remove the flask by carrying out steps (i) to (xi) in reverse order.

5.10.3 Unloading the bottom loading flask

(i) Remove the cover plate from the top of the flask.

(ii) Attach the bottom loading flask lifting device.

(iii) Remove the nuts and washers from the drawer fixings at the side of the flask

(iv) Lower the flask into the tank so that the bottom is approximately 150 mm below the water
surface.

(v) Remove the crank cover and insert the crank handle.

(vi) Attach either extension rods or nylon cord to the end of the source carrier shaft in the recess at
top of the flask.

(vii) Open the drawer with the crank handle.

(viii) Lower the source into the storage rack

(ix) Remove the flask by carrying out steps (i) to (viii) in reverse order.

5.10.4 Replacing the hoist hanging beam

The hoist hanging beam is replaced by carrying out steps (iv) to (vi), section 5.10.1 in reverse order, then
lowering the hoist as described in section 5.1.2 to re-attach the hanging beam to the source rack and support
beam.

6. KEYS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

6.1 Operational Keys •

032 'Power on' key. This supplies electrical power to the control circuits and remains in its
console switch during normal operation.

033 Window padlocks.

034 Access door to GATRI building.

035 Roller door in north wall of the GATRI building.
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6.2 Maintenance Keys

M2 This key is used to override the water pump logic circuit and provide power to operate the
pump if the water drops below level 1.

M3 Access to the top of the control console.

M4 Access to the side of the control console.

MS Access to the door ratchet solenoids on the mechanical door drive system.

M6 Access to the door weight switches.

M7 Access to the hoist motors, gearbox, limit switches and solenoid brake on the hoist drive.

M8 Access to the junction box above the console.

M9 Access to the standby power switchboard

M10 Access to the main power switchboard

Ml 1 Access to the water level and hoist position pressure switches.

Ml 2 Access to the work area radiation monitor.

6.3 Restricted Keys

R52 This key is held in a lock in a recess on the left hand side of the lower control panel
(position 1). When turned the key activates visible and audible alarms inside and outside
GATRI, in the pond area of Building 23C, and in the Lucas Heights Emergency Alarm
Centre, and prevents the hoist from being raised Key R52 can be turned anticlockwise in
position 2 (top right hand corner of the upper control panel) to mute audible alarms, and
clockwise in position 5 (bottom right hand corner recess of lower control panel) to turn off
the ventilation fan. Key RSS must be used to reset RS2 in position 1.

RS3 When used in conjunction with RS4, this key provides power to the hoist motors and allows
the hoist'to be raised with the cell door open, provided that the hoist is no more than 1.2 m
below the water surface and that there is no radiation in the cell. The R53 keylock is on
the internal eastern wall of the irradiation chamber.

R54 This key allows the door to be opened with the hoist in any position, provided that there is
no radiation in the cell It also isolates power from the hoist motors. However, the hoist
can be lowered manually at any time.

RSS This master key is used to reset key RS2 in position 1 if the latter has been removed from
its normal position. Key RSS is held by the Section Head of the Irradiation Research and
Technology Section and is issued only after (a) a satisfactory explanation of the use of RS2
and (b) assurance that the facility can be returned safely to normal operatioa

RS6 This key overrides all door safety interlocks in an emergency. It allows the cell door to be
opened electrically under any circumstance, irrespective of hoist position or radiation level
in the irradiation cell

RS7 This key also overrides all door safety interlocks. It isolates power from the door motors
and allows unrestricted manual opening or closing of the door in the event of motor circuit
failure.

All maintenance keys, operational keys except 032, ands restricted keys RS3, RS4 and RSS are held by
the Head of the Irradiation Research and Technology Section. Restricted keys RS6, RS7 and a duplicate of
RSS are held at the Emergency Alarm Centre and will only be issued on the authority of the Chief, Health
and Safety Division.

7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The author wishes to thank Mr R Glover of the AAECs Commercial Products Unit for his significant
technical contribution to the design of equipment and his help in preparing this manual
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MAINTENANCE KEY
LOCATIONS EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE

b—CELL SWITCH

CELL FACE-

EXISTING

A. SWITCHBOARD
B. JUNCTION BOX
C. SUPPLY TO CONTROL PANEL
0. TYPE 450 MONITOR
E. RADIATION DETECTOR
F. CONTROL CENTRE

SUPPLIED BY 1 t C DIV.

G. HOIST EQUIPMENT
H. HOIST MOTORS &DIFF
J. WATER LEVEL MONITOR
K. MOTOR AND GEARBOX
M.DOOR BOLT
N. SUPPIY SWITCHBOARD

2IN CELL

EXISTING

FAN
LIGHT

PERSONNEL ALARM

SUPPLIED BY 1 & C DIV.

BELL
EMERG. PUSH BUTTON
Y MONITOR HEAD (IONIZATION)

CHAMBER

Figure 1 Plan of GATRI building and location of control equipment
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A2E52636

GATRI
POND

AOE 52634

A3E52635

CELL DOOR

AOB2634
2

AOE53607 TO AS 8278

Figure 2 Location of support frame during unloading of the transport flasks
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APPENDIX A
DRAWING LIST

TITLE
Concrete reinforcement details
Foundations F8, F9, F10, foundation
and location plan
Architectural elevations, plan and sections
Door details (shield door)
Stainless steel sump liner radiation chamber
(source storage tank)
Compressed air, hot and town water services
Inner axle arrangement
Outer axle arrangement (shield door)
GATRI door modifications (shield door)
Electric light and power
Source lifting gear
Source lifting gear
Steady bars
Steady bars
Mounting plate
Components - source carriage
Guide tube assemblies
Carriage mounting bracket - components
Carriage source (source carriage)
Carriage mounting bracket welded assembly
Guide-tube assembly
Components - guide rollers
Floor bracket assembly
Mounting plate components and assembly top
Top support channel
Top support channel details and components
Top support channel details and components
Top support channel details and components
Sprocket shaft bearing support
Shaft-sprocket
Safety lock components
Line shaft
Worm shaft support bracket components

and assembly
Mounting bracket - bevel box components

and assembly
Chain anchor - source carriage
Pivot arm bracket assembly
Sprocket - source carriage
Mounting bracket - welded assembly - stop gear
Components - stop gear mounting bracket
Plates - stop gear - cover
Top plate - stop gear cover

DRAWING NO.
ICIANZ H/8462-*
ICIANZ H/8463*

ICIANZ H/8464*
ICIANZ H/8465*
ICIANZ H/8488

ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ

H/8487X

H/8484-*
CRL-319/1
CRL-319/2
CRL-320
CRL-321
CRL-323
CRL-324
CRL-325
CRL-326
CRL-327
CRL-328
CRL-329
CRL-330
CRL-331
CRL-332
CRL-333/1
CRL-333/2
CRL-333/3
CRL-333/4
CRL-334
CRL-335
CRL-336
CRL-338
CRL-339

ICIANZ CRL-340

ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ
ICIANZ

CRL-341
CRL-342
CRL-343
CRL-344
CRL-345
CRL-346
CRL-347
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Pin - interlock pivot
Side plates stopgear
Plate bearing handwheel
Handwhcel and interlock components
Handwheel components and assembly
Stop gear - components
Stop gear, worm and shaft, and sleeve
Mounting bracket assembly - worm gear box
Chain cover assembly and components
Cover - stop gear
Body - lock control box
Mounting plate - lock box
Cover plate - lock box
Lock bolt
Guide plate
Pawl-lock - lock box
Lock and micro-switch mounting plate
Lock components
Lock-nut - lock box
Access cover - stop gear
End cover plates - stop gear
Cover extension - stop gear
Window - observation
GATRI control and interlock circuitry type 426
GATRI control panel layout
GATRI radiation monitor head
GATRI type 426 radiatioi monitor card
GATRI type 426 ratemeter and trip card
GATRI water contamination monitor head
GATRI rod source holder assembly (standard)

Amendment 9104 3.6.81
Plug
Sealing ring
Bid 23 lifting device for bottom loading flask
GATRI support frame assembly for transport flasks
Support frame
Crossmember
Platform
GATRI pond cover
GATRI radiation sources rack general assembly
Disc tube
Rod and disc tube
GATRI *°Co disc source holder general assembly
Frame assembly
Body
Lid
Sealing ring
*°Co disc holder - dimensional sub-assembly
Rod tube

ICIANZ CRL-348
ICIANZ CRL-349
ICIANZ CRL-350
ICIANZ CRL-351
ICIANZ CRL-352
ICIANZ CRL-353
ICIANZ CRL-354
ICIANZ CRL-355
ICIANZ CRL-356
ICIANZ CRL-358
ICIANZ CRL-360
ICIANZ CRL-361
ICIANZ CRL-362
ICIANZ CRL-363
ICIANZ CRL-364
ICIANZ CRL-365
ICIANZ CRL-366
ICIANZ CRL-366
ICIANZ CRL-368
ICIANZ CRL-370
ICIANZ CRL-371
ICIANZ CRL-371
ICIANZ CRL-373
AAEC C/SK3765
AAEC C/SK33845
AAEC D/SK33850
AAEC D/SK32164
AAEC D/SK31947
AAEC P/SK33844
DE 37339

PE 37341
PE 37342
A1E 52614
A1E 52633
AOE 52634
A3E 52635
A2E 52636
AOE 52677
A1E 53057
A2E 53058
A2E 53059
A3E 53060
AOE 53061
A3E 53062
A4E 53063
A4E 53064
A3E 53065
A2E 53066
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Storage rack AOE 53068
Hinge bracket A2E 53288
GATRI pond cover and guard frame assembly A1E 53289
Bid 23 lifting device for top loading flask AOE 54604
GATRI source release general assembly AOE 57816
GATRI source release duct assembly A1E 57013
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APPENDIX B
GATRI MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

This schedule outlines the maintenance program essential for the efficient operation of the GATRI irra-
diation facility. All times, dates, observations and adjustments must be recorded on the appropriate check
sheet The maintenance sheets must be completed as the maintenance is being carried out, signed by the
responsible officers, then checked and signed by the area supervisor. The monthly maintenance check sheet
must also be approved and signed by the section head.

Bl. WEEKLY MAINTENANCE

This maintenance schedule should be carried out each week, preferably on a Monday, or as near as
practicable to that day. The maintenance officer should record observations on the check sheet and sign
each section. The completed check sheet must be approved and signed by the supervising officer.

(i) Check level of water in the shield tank, and replenish if necessary. Run the demineralising plant
during the day.

(ii) Check the drive mechanism inside and outside the cell for wear. Apply 'Molyslip' to the exposed
sections of the guide tubes over which the hoist carriage rollers travel and to the support bearings
of the north-south horizontal drive shaft

(Hi) Check operation of the closed circuit television system and lead shutter. Close lead shutter and
switch off camera and television after use.
(NOTE: Two switches adjacent to hoist level gauge.)

(iv) Clean the floor of the irradiation cell,

(v) Vacuum clean the door rails and weight switch cavities,

(vi) Check irradiation cell lights. Arrange for repair if necessary,

(vii) Check operation of turntables. Repair if necessary,

(viii) Tidy all work areas.

(ix) Supervisor to drive source up and down to check that the equipment is responding normally.
Check for audible differences. Refer to Research Establishment engineers if problems are
encountered.

B2. MONTHLY MAINTENANCE

This maintenance schedule should be carried out on the first Monday of each month, or as near as
practicable to that day. The maintenance must be carried out by two officers from Irradiation Research
Section or the Irradiation and Source Production Group. The check sheets must be signed by each mainte-
nance officer, the supervisor and the section head

(i) Raise the source to the 100 per cent level and operate the source release mechanism from outside
the cell

(ii) Check that the source rack descends to the bottom of the storage tank with no audible signs of
partial jamming or tightness. There should be a loud 'clang' as the rack hits the stops.

(iii) Lower the source storage rack into the tank.
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(iv) Remove sources from the rack

(v) Remove floor panels adjacent to the vertical guide tube attachments.

(vi) Check bolts and 'Loxons' on the guide tube attachments; tighten if necessary. Replace floor
panels.

(vii) Check alignment of the middle and upper guide tube sections. The toggle holes must be clear of
collar roller tracks.

(viii) Check alignment of the source release cable pulley located on the eastern guide tube. Re-align if
necessary.

(ix) Check tension in both drive chains. Measure maximum lateral distance between the two sides of
each chain at water level

(x) Manually raise the unloaded source rack to the 100 per cent position. Stop and examine drive
chains during this operation

(xi) Check the six bolts fixing the source rack to the carriage beam. Tighten if necessary,

(xii) Check attachment of the release mechanism to the hanging beam.

(xiii) Check clearances between collar rollers and guide tubes and adjust if necessary. The initial set-
tings are shown below and recorded in the GATRI maintenance log.

(xiv) Check tightness of the lock-nuts on the collar roller clevis blocks.

(xv) Manually lower the source rack to the zero per cent position. Check that it travels freely.

(xvi) Check reading on hoist gauge at which 'hoist down' warning is given (should be between 10 and
20 per cent).

(xvii) Check water clarity. Clean by passing the water through a swimming pool filter if necessary.

(xviii) Repaint grid lines on the floor of the irradiation cell

(xix) Carry out the weekly maintenance schedule.

Report any malfunctions, problems or changed conditions to the area supervisor or section head.

If any adjustments have been made repeat steps (i) and (ii) of the monthly maintenance schedule.

B3. COLLAR ROLLERS TO GUIDE TUBE CLEARANCES

These clearances between the adjustable rollers and the g uide tubes must be measured with the fixed
rollers held against the guide tube. The clearances are shown in thousandths of an inch. Check with feeler
gauge:

Carriage Beam

East West

0.050 0.040
0.056 0.035

Source Rack Beam

0.052 0.042
0.086 0.058
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GATRI WEEKLY MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

MAINTENANCE OFFICER TO SIGN EACH SECTION AS IT IS
COMPLETED THEN CALL SUPERVISOR OR SECTION HEAD
FOR FINAL APPROVAL

HATER LEVEL

(DISTANCE BELOW LIP OF

STORAGE TANK)

DRIVE MECHANISM

CCTV SYSTEM

AND SHUTTER

CELL FLOOR

DOOR RAILS AND

WEIGHT SWITCHES

CELL LIGHTS

REPORT FAULTY LIGHTS

TO SITE ELECTRICIAN

EXTN 3132

TURNTABLES

REPAIR IF NECESSARY

CLEAN UP WORK AREAS

OPERATION OF HOIST AND
INSPECTION BY SUPERVISOR

OPERATION OF DEMIN, PLANT

mm FROM h TO h

LUBRICATE GUIDE TUBES

LUBRICATE DRIVE SHAFT

CAMERA

MONITOR
SHUTTER

VACUUM CLEANED

VACUUM CLEANED

1.

2.

3.

EMERGENCY

1. 5.

2. 6.

3. 7.

4. 8.

RESPONSIBLE
OFFICER

•""''/DATE

SUPERVISORS COMMENTS

MAINTENANCE APPROVED BY
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GATRI MOMTULY MAIHTEHANCE SCHEDULE

SECTION HEAD FOR FINAL APPROVAL.

SOURCE RELEASE MECHANISM -
COMMENT ON EASE OF OPERATION
DID RACK DESCEND FREELY

GUIDE TUBE ATTACHMENTS-
TUBE TO BRACKET
BRACKET TO FLOOR

GUIDE TUBE ALIGNMENT
TOGGLE HOLES CLEAR OF
ROLLER TRACKS

SOURCE RELEASE PULLEY
ALIGNMENT

DRIVE CHAIN TENSION-
MAXIMUM LATERAL SPREAD AT
HATER LEVEL

DRIVE CHAIN CONDITION
EXAMINE FOR CORROSION

SOURCE RACK ATTACHMENT
SIX BOLTS

RELEASE MECHANISM
ATTACHMENT

COLLAR ROLLER TO GUIDE
TUBE CLEARANCE

NOTE ANY CHANGE TROM
INITIAL VALUES

CLEVIS BLOCK LOCKOUTS

MANUAL LOWER OF HOIST
COMMENT ON EASE OF
OPERATION

GAUGE READING AT WHICH
'HOIST DOWN' WARNING
IS GIVEN.

WATER CLARITY

GRID LINES ON FLOOR

WEEKLY MAINTENANCE

SATISFACTORY DIFFICULT

EAST WEST

EAST WEST

EAST WEST
mm ran

EAST NEST

TOMG'IE ., .. .._ . HOUSING

LEVER SPRINGS

EAST WEST
HANGING

CARRIAGE
BEAM

EAST WEST

HANGING
BEAM

CARRIAGE
BEAM "^^^2 IZZZZT

PERCENT

FILTER NECESSARY

REPAINT

RESPONSIBL

OFFICERS

TIME/

DATE

MAINTENANCE OFFICER COMMENTS!

SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS:

MAINTENANCE APPROVED BY

SECTION HEAD


